
                                                                                                                            

                             A celebration of the                                   

        Full Moon in Cancer  
                             will be held at  

The Aquarius Healing & Education Centre  

                      154 Mt Barker Rd Stirling 

         Wednesday 13th July 2022 7pm-8.30pm  

                                               Exact FM time 4.09am 14/07/22 

The event will include meditation, ceremony, input and discussion and will be followed by a shared supper. 

Please bring something to share if staying for supper. Everybody is welcome and there is no charge. 

Donations are gratefully accepted in the golden bowl at the event or can be made any time at People’s 

Choice Credit Union BSB 805 050 Account Name: Conscious Connection. Acct No: 2371918. Account holder 

Margaret Tscharke.                                                                                                                                                         
If you would like further information about this full moon or other work I do, please contact me on 

m.0400886872 or email me at skydancer8@bigpond.com or check out my website on 

www.wholisticpsychology.com.au  or on face book www.facebook.com/wholisticpsychology. 

 

Musings about the Cancer Full Moon 

On the astrological wheel of the year, the sign of Cancer forms part of the cardinal cross, (consisting of Cancer Capricorn 

Libra and Aries) and is a cardinal water sign. Being a water sign, Cancer brings a watery psychic sensitivity and holds the 

mystery of the uterine waters which are part of the vessel for growing new life. Cancer signs reflect these energies, often 

revealing it through a deep protectiveness towards children and family - children and family being those forms which are 

grown within the uterine watery womb. The cardinal cross brings to that watery sensitivity the spiritual quality of 

steadfastness enabling the holding these patterns of protection and care for the growing light steady, with focus and love. 

In the early stages of Cancer, this focus is often the home and family but later the Cancerian energy becomes able to feel 

and identify with all of humanity as family. 

At the Winter solstice as the light was born in the darkness, we moved in to the sign of Cancer. We can use the energies of 

this time to create soul ideas and grow them as a new light within so that in the fullness of time they become manifest in 

the external world. The growing spark of soul light can be nurtured and protected in a Cancerian manner. If our protection 

and devotion to the soul project lovingly endures, it will eventually be born externally.  

 Such spiritually orientated projects can help guide us to think about and focus on what our soul and spirit wants to build 

within us and what it wants to externalize into the world. So much of this world is created chaotically without due love, 

focus, care and devotion. So during  the time when the Cancerian energies are strong, we can begin to learn to build 

ourselves and the world in a different way. We have a chance to reflect on how to build new forms in the world and build 

a new form of ourselves. We  have an opportunity to steady our chaotic focus and devote ourselves to creating a new kind 

of child and family from our soul seed/light.  

The full glory of Cancer is to build a lighted house filled with the soul’s visions which are the fully grown seeds of the soul 

which were planted within our inner waters (our inner sensitivities)….. “I build a lighted house and therein dwell’. 

Eventually the soul resides in the body, and  the seed of the soul light becomes a radiant dwelling - a lighthouse to bring a 

wider kind of protection and love into the world. The mantrum suggests an individual achievement but ultimately I believe 

we will be able to create group powerhouses of light that will be able to deeply transform ourselves and our world in new 

and special ways.  

I look forward to talking with you further at the full moon 

Love in the Light and Dark             

Janet 
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